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THE: CHINOOK&ARGON.

BY MYRON. EE LLS.

No one person is c(>mpetentto write a dictionary of the Chinook
jargon, because it is so constantly changing and is used very dif-
ferently at the sanie time in diffeFent localities. Words that
are very common at or place are sometimes obsolete a hundred
and fifîy miles from that place, and words that have been adopted
into the language froni the English in ne place are unknow n to
neighboring Indians.

In order to wtte a complete dictionary of the jargon, one
should learn to sp"eak it thoroughly in one place, then go to
all the other places where it is spoken differently, and spend
enough time at each place-to note the differences. This would
necessitate a residence in northe-n California, southern Oregon,
the Willamette valley, eastern Oregon, northern Idaho, north-
eastern and mid<fle Washington, Puget sound, several localities
in British Col.umbia both east and west of the Cascade moun-
tains, and several places in Alaska.

Origin and History.

The following account, taken fron Hale's " Oregon Trade Lan-
guage," is probably as good a history of the jargon as there is,,to
within a few years:

The British and American trading ships flrst appeared on the north-west
coast during the closing years of the last century. The great number of
languages spoken by. the native tribes proved to be. a serious hindrance
to their business. Had it chanced that any one of these languages was
'of easy acquisition and very generally diffused, like the Chippeway
among the eastern tribes, the Malay in the Indian Archipelago, and the
Italian in the Meditermanean, it would, no doubt, have been adopted as the
medium of communication between the whites and the natives. Unfortu-
nate1y, all these languages-the Nootka, Nisqually, Chinook, Chihailish,
and others-were alike iarsh in-pronunciation, complex in structure, and
each spoken over a very limited space. The foreigners, therefore, took
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no pains to becoime acquainted witi any of thein. But, as the ialrbour of
Nootka was at that time the headquarters or chief emporiutu of the trade,
it was necessarilv the case that some woids of the dialeet tiere spotken
becane known to the traders, and that the Indians, on the other hand,
were made familiar with a few English words. These, witi the assistaice
of signsrwere sutfficient for the slight intercourse tLit w'as then maintained.
Afterwards the traders began to frequent the Columbia River, and nat-
urally attempted to communicate with the natives there by means of tLe
words which they had ftiond intelligible at Nootka. The Chinooks, w ho
are quick in catching sóunds, soon acquired these words, both Nootka
and English, and we find that they were in use among thein as early as
the visit of Lewis and Clark, in 1804.

But when, at a later period, the white traders~of Astor's expeditions,
and froin other quarters, made permanent establishments in Oregon, it
was soon found that the scanty list of nouns, verbs, and adjectives then in
use was not sufficient for the more constant and general intercourse which
began to take place. A real language,.'omiilete in all its parts, however
limited in extent, was required; and it was formned by drawing upon the
Chinook for such words as were requisite, in order to add to the skeletoii of
which they aiready possessed the sinews and tendons, the connecting liga-
ments, as it were, of a speech. These consisted of the numerals (the ten

digits and the word for hundredt, twelve pronouns (, thot, h, tre, y,

V. W, thia1 other, aIl, botht, nho, rhat),'apnd about twenty adverbs and prepo-
àlidons (such as-noin, then, forimerly, soon, across, nat/hore, of-s/hore, il«nd,

a"oe, beloir, to, ,rith,&c.). Having· appropriated these and a few other

words of the sane tongue, the Trade Language-or, as it now began to

be styled," the jargon "-assuined a-regular shape, and becamne of great

service as a neans of general intercourse.

Bùt the new idiom received additions fron other sources. The Can-

adian voyageurs, as they are called, who enlisted in the service of the

Anerican amnd British fur companies, were brought more closely in con-

tact with the Indians than any others of the foreigners. They did not

merely trade, -they travelled,hunted, ate, and, in short, lived with themtî

on teris of familiarity. The co'nsequence was that several words of the

French language were-added to the siender stock of the jargon. These

were' only terns such as did nol Ireviotusly belong'to it, incling the

names of various articles of food and. clothing in use among the ('ana-

dians (bread, lour, overcoat, hat), some implernents and articles of far-

niture.(axe, pipe, mill, table, box), several of the parts of the Lxdv (head,

mouth, tongue, teeth, neck, hand,. foot), and, characteristically entought,

the verbs to run, sing, and dance. A single conjunction or connective

particle, puis, corrupted t pe and used with the ~various imeaningrs of then,

besides, and, or, and the like, was also derived from this source.

Eight or ten terms were inade by what grammarians term, onontatopeia,-

that is, were formed by a rude attempt to imitate sound, end are therefore
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the sole and original property of the, jargon. Considering its mode of

formation, ont is rather surprised that the number of thee'words is not

greater. Liplip is intended to express the àound of boiling waterand

means to boil. Tingting, or, more cominonly, tintin (for the nasal sound is

difficult to these Indians) is'the ringing of a bell, and thence any instru-

ment of pmisic. Po or poo is the report of a gun; tiktik-is for a watch;

tfLtum is the word for heart, and is intended to represent its b'eating.

The word tum, pronounced with great fôrce, dwelling on the concluding

rn, is the nearest approîtch which the natives can make to the noise of a

cataract; but they usually.join with it the English wor1 waier, making.

tum-wata, the name which they give to the falls of a river. Mash repre-

sents the sound of anything falling or thrown down (like the English

mash and smash); klak is the sound of a rope suddenly loosed from its fést-

enings, or "let go."

All the words thus combined in this singularly constructed language, at

that stage of its existence, were found to number, according-to my con-

putation, about two hundred and fifty. Of these, eighteen were of Nootka

origin, forty-one were English, thirty-four French, one hundred and

eleven Chinook, ten formed by onomatopeia, and some thirty-eight

were of doubtful derivation, thongh probably for the most part either

Chinook or Nootka. But, as might be expected, the language continued

to develop. Its grammar, sucl as it was, remained the saine, but its

lexicon drew contributions froin al the varions sources which have been

named, and from some others. In 1863, seventeen years after my list )was

published, the Smithsonian Institution put forth-a " Dictionary of the

Chinook Jargon," prepared' by the late George' Gibbs, a thoroughly

competent investigator. His collection comprised nearly five hundred

words. Those of Chinook'origin had almos~t doubled, being computed at

two hundred and twenty-one. The French had more than doubled, and

comprised now ninety-four words. The English words were sixty-seven.

The great Salish or "Flathead " stock, with whose tribes,. aext to the

Chinpok, the Oregon traders had the largest relations, farnished thirty

nine words. The Nootka in its varions dialects, now yielded twenty-

four. Thé others, àbout forty, were due to the imitation of natural

sounds, or were of casual or undetermined derivation.

Since the publication of the vocabulary of Gibbs, _npmaterial change

seenis to have been made in the language.--Ti~ro later dictionaries of the

jargon have come into my hands-small pamphlets; both rinted- in

Victoria, British Columbia, the one in.1878'and the other as a as 1887.
The fermher is announced as the "pixth edition," the latter is described

as a "new edition"-facts whiçh sufficiently prove the doitinued and

extensive use of this international speech.

Mr. Hale sys that sinçe the publiction'of the dictionary of

Gibbe no material change seems to have been made in the jar-
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gon because two late dictionaries which he has obtained show
no great change. This is a mistake, but a ver.y natural one for
him to make, for I have examined seven ilictionaries which have
been published since that 9f Gibbs, anid only one of thern, that
of J. B. Good, shows much change; and Mr. Hale while in Can-
ada could not see the changes which are going on, but which are
not shown in the dictionaries. The reason they do not show
these changes, undoubtedly, is that the great change is in the
adoption into the jargon of words from -the English, and it is
not necessary to put such words into a dictionary in order that
English-speakin'g people may learn th>ir meaning. Changei
have been going on in the jargon jugst as steadily since the pub-
lication of Gibbs' dictionary as before that time. The grea't
tendency has beefi to drop words of French and Indian origin
and to introduce others from the English. This is easily ac-
counted for from the fact that during the last thirty-or forty years
the French Canadians of the Hudson Bay Company have mainly
been crowded out of the United States and a large part of British
Columbia to the very frontiers, while English-speaking people
have taken their places, mingling and working with Indians.

Usefulness and Future of the Jargon.

The usefulness of the jargon is proved by the fact that it
has lived. and worked its way fron its birthplace, at the nouth
of the Columbia river, south to California, east to the Rocky
mnountains, and north far into Alaska, and ýhis has been done
notwithstanding the paucity of its vocab jy, its lack of gram-
mar, the fact that nice shades of neaning caniot be easily ex-
pressed in it, and that it has numerous Indian languages and
the English with which to contend, which the people have used
from infancy and which they prefer to use whenever they can.
In the -region bounded by the above limits are scores of Indian
languages which would be very difficult for the whites to acquire.
The .Chinook jarg< obviates the necessity of learning them, as
a pèrsoni who has acquired it can easily converse with Indians
who speak different languages.

It was this whieh led ie to acquire it.' When I came to the
Skokonish reservation, in 1874, three entirelv different Indiän
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languages bèsj es the Chinook jargon were spoken here by In-
dians belonging to as many tribes. My intention was to learn
the one native to the place, but I soon found that if I were to do
so I would not be able to converse with the Indians belonging
to the other two tribes; so I learned the Chinook jargon, and
found it v'ery useful.

Horatio Hale said in 1841 that the tide of white population
which was setting in this direction would soon overwhelm it,
"leaving ho trace, but such as may exist on the written page."
In 1890 he said that the prediction has been only partially ful-
filled, adding, " the language, in fact, scems destined to a long
lifeand wide usefulness, though in a region somewhat remote
from its original seat. On the site of Fort Vancouver it is iow
only heard from stray Indians, who have wandered, thither from
their reservations. But on the reservations and in the interior it
is-still in frequent use. . . . In Britgh Columbia and "arts
of Alaska it is the prevailing medium of intercourse between the
whites and the natives. There, to'o, tie Indian tribes are not
likely to die out." Hecalso adds that these natives are likely to.
keep up a friendly commerce with their civilized neighbors for
centuries, and that this will be done by means of this jargon;
so that there is reason to b lieve that it will have its office of
an international speech to Ifill among the many-languaged
tribes.of nQrthwestern Ame ca for hundreds and perhaps thou-
sands of years to come. his spread, this lifel of the jargon,
so contrary to his ideas fty years ago, is due solely to its
usefulness.

Its future will depend on this same usefulness. As the Indians*
die or-learn to speak English, as they.are-nowding on Puget
soand, it will soon be o no use. I have been surprised to see
how little Chinook the chool children know who are even six-
teen years of age. Ye the reason is plain; it is for intercourse
between whites and Irians. But they have learned the English
from an early age, an so have had no use for the Chinook. 'As
nearly all the India children or£ Puget sound of school agé a-e
now in school, ther wif be no use for it when their parents are
dead.* But so 10. as there will be Indians from California to

*Oregon Tra4e Language, pp. 21, 22.
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Alaska who cannot easily speak English, so long will it be useful
and live; Hale prophesies fo-r hundreds or even thousands of
years; I cannot prove the contrary.

Lctter.ý.

The following letters ar.e those which properly belong to the

jargon as it was spoken forty years ago, naniely, q, b, c, d. e, g,

h, i, k, l, ?n, n, o, p, s, t, u, y, z. Of late years,- since so many

English words have crept into use, the Indians have learned to

use nearly all the other English sounds, as f, j, v, and even occa-

sionally r, the most difficult of all for the Indian to use, while

q is kw and x is ks. Père St. Onge says that kl is not proper, not
being -used by the Indians, but rather tl. I shall not dispute

him in regard to its use where he has lived, but on Puget sound

it is one U the very common sounds, not only in the Chinook

jargon but in the native languages.

Number of Words.

The number of words I have recorded in.the Chinook-English

part is 1,402; iu addition to these there are 1,552 phrases which

answer to single English words. I have rejected none that I have

found in any dictionary or in use among the Indians. Gibbs in

his excellent dictionary did reject a number, because he did not

believe they properly belonged to the jargon, but were ,intro-

dieed by some persons for the sake of local convenience. But

I have not done so; for as I think I know better than people at

a distance what words are used in this region here and now, so

I believe that Rev. S. Parker knew better than myself what ones

were used about Fort Vancouver in 1835; that Hon. J. G. Swan

knew better than I do what were used about Shoalwater bay in

1853; that Rev. S. P. Good knew what were used on Thompson's

river ten years ago; that Père St. Onge knew better what were

used in middle Washington wheQ he lived there, although many

of these words inay not be used here or may be entirely obsolete.

The increasé in the number of words now used ard those

formerly recorded may be seen from the fact that Gibbs gives

39
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490 words; Hale, 473; Gill,560; Durieu, 425 words and phrases;
St. Onge, 787; and I have found 1,402, and 2,954 words and
phrases. In the English-Chinook part, Hale gives 634; Gibbs,
792; Good, 825, and Gill, 1,378, while Durieu and St. Onge have
no such part. I have found 4,001. St. Onge gives 67 phrases
which begin with the word mamook; I have found 209.

Words-Changes.

Transition is and always has been a more marked feature of
thisjargon than ofalmost any language. Many vords used years
ago are not used now; others have taken their places, while
many new ones have also been introduced. Of the 1,402 words
I have found, only 740 are now used in this region, and of these
I have recorded 374 which I have found in no other dictionary,
nearly all of which are of English origin. In 1863 Gibbs gave
more of French origin than of English-94 of the former and 67
of the latter. When, however, ,the Hudson Bay/Company re-
moved from this region, and -with it the French Ca adians, these
words of French derivation began to be dropped. Thus out of
111 such words which began with the letter 1, onl 33 are now
used in this region. Many words of Indian origin have likewise
been dropped, English words having taken their places.

The words which are used here now are, however, not all used
in other places, and undoubtedly there are many employed in
other localities which-are in none of the dictionaries and which
are not used here. It has even sometimes been said that it is
quite difficult for a person who can speak the jargon on Puget
sound to understand'it as spoken in Oregon or British Columbia,
and while I have not found this to be exactly true, yet I have
found considerable difference in its use. A year ago I asked
Dr. W. C. McKay, of Pendleton, Oregon, to mark those words in
Gill's dictionary which were in. use in northeastern Oregon. He
did so, and I found 131 words whicb had not been used on Puget
s9und.

On reservations where Catholic missionaries labor among the
Indians.manywords are usich are different from those
employed where Protestant missionaries work, although they
may not be very far apart. Among the former not so many of

~ ~ ~ Y



the words of French derivation have been (iro)ped a> among

the latter.

Obsolete Words.

It is very difficult to learn how many words have becone coin-

pletely obsolete, although many are undoubtedly so, because

those which are obsolete in one region are not in another. As

just'inentioned, of the 1,402 words I have foun, 662 are obsolete

here, and of the 1,028 I have found in the various dictionaries,

only 288 are used here.

A noted instance of how a word nay become obsolete is found

in the word mamook. On Puget sound it is probably the most

common word in use. I have found 209 phrases which begin

with it, which answer to a single English word. two and a half

times as many as any othel word begins. Dr. F. Boas

however, that it "has acquired an obscene meaning, and is no

longer in use on the Columbia river."*

New Words.

It is a singular fact that while new words are being constantly

introduced' into the jargon, that new dictionaries have been

made and new editions of old ones published, yet very few of

these words have been inserted. Good has done more of this

than any other writer, probably because he was a missionary

among the Indians, used these words in his intercourse with

them, and so found that they had become a part of the lan-

guage.

I have often noticed these'new words as tiey were being in-

troduced. Twenty years ago we used the word Sunday both for

week and the Sabbath, but now weck is used for week, and Sun-

day for the Sabbath.

It may be objected that these are English words and* do.not

properly belong to the Chinook jargon, but they are used both

by whites and Indians when they employ the jargon, and so have

become a part of it, as it now is, as certainly as house, stone, or

- shuga were in 1863.

*Science, March 4, 1892, p. 129.

.C j
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Origin of Words.

The origij of a large number of w\rls is given below as far as
I have been able to learn them. The\secind colunin gives the
origin of those found by Gibbs:

Eeße. Gabb.

S English.......................... 570 67
Chinook............................. 198 200
French..............f........ 147 90
Chehalis............................64 32
Nootka...................... ....... \ 23 24
Nisqually............................ 13 7
Onom a '............................. 12 6
'Clatsop......................... 0
Tw ana ..............................- 46
Canadian French..................6 4
Wasco..........................5 4
Nittinat.......................... 5
Clallain ............................. 4
Yakima ............................ 4 1
Kalapuya ....... ,.................. 3 4
Nez Percé............................ 2
K likitat ............................. 2 1
Clyoquot ...... :..................... 2
Snohomish .. .................. .... 2
Bellabella ...... .. ....

Makah..............
fillamook ........................... 1
Chippeway .......................... 1 ,

1,082.

This leaves the origin of 32O unaccounted for, or rather some-
thing over that number, as occasionally a single word in Chinook

jargon is referred to two or more different languages for its origin.

Spdling.

The spelling of the words is a curiosity. The earliest writer
who published a dictionary for popular use (Lionnet, in 1853),
instead of following the phonetie method, the only one suitable
for Indian languages, tried to follow the English method; in
other words, no method at all. Gibbs, Gill, and Hibben have

.1 . v..- e
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followed him. 'l'lie latter two were alnost the only dictionaries
available to the public for rmany years in Oregon, Washington,
and British Colunmbia, and now it seems to be admost as iuseless
to attempt to reforn the spelling, lwhiclh is very miserable,,as it
is to reforn the spelling of the English language.

While, as a' general thing, Gibbs, HIibben, Hale, Tate, Gill.
Lownan and Hanford, and Good spell the words nearly alike,
yet they do not.always do so, and the different ways in whieh
some words are spelled by these and other writers is a curiosity.
It shows what even educated men will do in this line when thev
have no standard authority. Very seldon is any word, even the
simplest one, spelled in the saine way by all the writers, and
some of them are spelled in many different ways. For instance,
the word klonas is spelled in eight ¯differenrt ways, ahakuttle d
keekwcdee in ni1re, klootchman and kliminaichit each in ten, kloshe
in eleven, kkdwa, seahost, and mimoluge each in twelve, tahtlmn
in thirteen, kalakala and kilapi each in fourteen, and kujih in
sixteen ways. The following four examples are given: Klontch-
man (woman), spelled thus by Gibbs, Tate, and Hibben, is
spelled cloocheman by Winthrop, cloochemin by Durieu, <lootch-
man by Good, cloachnan by Lee and Frost, dotbýy om n bI)Dunn,
kloochman by Gill and-'Lowman' and Hanfor ,-kleetcfhnmn by
Swan, tlatcheman by Ross, tluchmen by St. Onge. Powell would
spell it klute-nan.

Wod.+-Prts of Speerh.

There are far'more nouns in the jargon than there are words
in all other parts of speech conbined-958 out of 1,402, and S17

out of 1,552 phrases representing words. Verbs come next, 16I
words nd 519 phrases; next are the adjectives, 214 words and
300 phrases. Pronouns claim only ten words a( seven phrases :
adverbe. fifty words and fifty-six phrases; prepositions, nine words

and three phrases; conjunctions, seven words and two phrases,
and interjections, sixteen words and two phrases.

Expressire Words.

A few words are very expressive, meaning so nuch and. ex-

pressing that meaning so much better than our English words

mm Umm but" là
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do, that they have been adopted into the English in the region
in which the Chinook jargon is used. Of these may be men-
tioned cultus, good for nothing, meaning also abject, barren, bad,
common, careless, defective, dissolute, filthy, foul, futile, imma-
terial, impertinent, impolite, no matter, rude, shabby, slippery,
unmeaning, untoward, useless, worthless. paltry, and worn out;
kloshe, good, with forty-one bther meanings; klohe nanitch, take
care, ith seventeen other meanings; tamahnous, sorcery, a noun,

adjetive, and verb, and referring to anything supernatural be-
t een Satan·on the one hand and God on the other ; tuwaum,

-ind, with fifteen other meanings, and wawa, idthtp following
-eighty-one meanings: as a verb, to ask, talk, converse, speak,

- call, tell, answer, ing'aire, declare, salute, announce, apply, ar-
ticulate, allege, assert, blab,chatter, communicate, converse, argue,
demand, discuss, express, exclaim; gab, gossip, harangue, hint,
inquire, interrogaté, jabber, lecture, mention, mutter, narrate,

- procMiW, profess, relate, request, remark, report, say,. solici
saupplicàte, bark (of dog), neigh, whinny (of horse), mew or pu
(of cat), grunt (of hog), caw (of crow), warble (of bird), boo
(of owl), coo (of a dove), baa (of a sheep), cackle, cluck, crow (o-
chickens), quack (of duck), growl (of bear), squeak (qf mouse),
bleat (of a calf or sheep), yelp ; as a noun, an snecdote, conver-
sation, declamation, exclamation,' oration, legend, mandate, nar-
rative, message, precept, question; remark, report, sermon, tàlk,
tale, speech, voice.

Phrases.

While some words are very expressive, on he other hand it
often takes two or more Chinook jargon wo to make one in
English. As extreme instances, the word g phy aeeds the
following : ikt, ook, !yaka mamook kumtaks nesi kopa illahe (one
book that teaches us about land); acciden needs niîa £amtuw
yaka halo chako kahkwa (I thouglit it not happén so); a butcher,
man yaka -kumtukswnanook mimoluse moosmobs (a man, he knows
(how) to kill cattle); a jury, teas. hujsusan kopa court k&aska
tikeg kuntuke kopa hooway meaachie, pewamoak kLoske kopa tili-

hMmé (- few men at court who wish to lyhow about all bpdness or
crimes ansd straighten out the people

While many of the Indian wo are becomingobsolete, yet
a few are so expressive and useful at they ar used in many
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phrases which answer to a single English word. Thus hiyn
(m'any) begins 30 such phrases and is found in 16 others, 46 in
all; wake begins 53; kahkwa begins 54 and is in 14 others, 68 in
all; wawa begins 31 and is in 46 others, 77 in al ; chako begins 63
and is in 18 others, 81 in ail; -flo begins 85 and is in 9 others,
94 in all; tenas begins 82 and is in 29 others, 111 in all; and
mamook begins 209 and is in 29 others, 238 in all; these form 209
of the 519 phrases which represent verbs.

Order of the Words.

There is no sçttled authority in regard to the order of the

word. They are generally placed in mueh the same order as

they are in the language which the speaker has been accustomed

to use. An English-speaking person will place them in much

the same orderas in English, though there are a number-of

phrases of which ,this is not true; for instance, halo nik/a /kcuntuks

(not I understand) is much more common than nika halo

kumta/ks. These phrases must be acquired by practice. An In-

dian who has learned somewhat the English order will arrange

the words in much the same way; but if he is an old Indian,

or one who knows but little about English, he will arrange
them much as he is accustomed to in his native language. which

is very different from the English. As the tendency, however,

is not for the whites to learn the native languages,.but for the

Indians to learn English, so the tendency is toward the English

order of the words.

Biiography-Ditionaries and Vocabularies.

The following are the dictionaries and vocabularies which I

have used:

PAamt, Rer. S.: In hie "Exploring Tour beyond the Rocky Moun-
tainq," published in 1838, are 103 words and phrases.

&r. ONGE, Rer. L. N.: Chinook Dictionary, composed in 1838 and 1839,
completed in 1867, published in 1871.

Lau and Faos': In their " Ten Years in Oregon," 1844, are about 50

words, Clatsop and Chinook jargon.

Drx, Joni: In his "History of the,'Ôregon Territiry," 1846, are 33

words.
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Ross, ALEXANDER: In his " Adventures of the First Settlers on the

Columbia River," 1849, are 30 words and expressions.
SWAIN, J. G.: In his " Thee Years' Residence in *àshin~gton Territory,"

1857, are 327 words.

GIBBs, GEaGGE: Dictionary of the Chinook Jargon, 1863.

WINraIloP, T.: In his "OCanoe and Saddle," 1876, are 2G1 words.

HIBBEN, T. N., & Co.-:' Dictionary of the Chinook Jargon,'1883.

GoOD, Re. J. B.: Dictionary'of the Chinook and Thompson- River

Tongue, 1880.
DURIEU, B'i8hop PAUL: Practical Chinook Vocabulary, 1886.

TATE, Rev. C. M.: Cdinook Dictionary, 1889.
HALE, H.: Oregon Trade Language or Chinook Jargon, 1890.

GILL's Dictionary of the Chinook Jargon, 1891.

LOwMAN and HANFORD: Chinook Dictionary, 1891.

BOAS, F.: In Journal of American Folk-Lore, pp. 225, 226, vol. i, 1888,

are 75 Words, and in Seience, 1892, p. 129, are 24 words.

For more extended notice of these works and all literature referring to

the language and jargon, see Chinookan Bibliography by J. C. Pilling.

Union ity, Washington.




